AAA Chimney Corp
dba 1 Hour Chimney

Call us: 888-NJCHIMNEY or 1-888-652-4466

Your safety is our business!

www.1hourchimney.com
THE PROBLEM

Most masonry chimneys were not designed to handle the venting requirements of modern high efficiency heating appliances burning liquid propane, natural gas, oil, wood, pellet, or coal. These improperly lined chimneys can cause a number of costly structural and cosmetic problems for the homeowner, and also create potentially serious safety hazards.

In 1996 there were 23,000 residential fires related to chimneys and solid fuel appliances in the United States. Each year there are thousands of cases of Carbon Monoxide poisoning due to improperly lined chimneys.

What’s happening in Your Home?

- **Condensation Leakage**
The condensation has migrated through the chimney causing staining damage to home interior and chimney exterior.

- **Chimney Structure Disintegrating**
This has been caused by acidic moisture in the flue.

- **Improper Chimney Draft**
Caused by flues which are not properly sized for the heating appliance.

- **Improper Clearance**
There is not enough clearance to the wood framing of the home.

- **Cracked or Missing Flue Tiles**
This can lead to Carbon Monoxide leakage and a higher risk to the home from a chimney fire.

- **Unlined Chimney or Damaged Chimney Structure**
This can lead to carbon Monoxide leakage and a higher risk to the home from a chimney fire.

- **Down drafting or Smoking Chimney**
Caused by unsteady draft of an improperly lined flue.
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THE FOREVER SOLUTION

**Forever Flex** is the ultimate solution for the problems that plague most chimneys. A properly lined chimney is able to function correctly with today's heating appliances and improves the safety of your home.

SLEEP EASY

**Forever Flex** chimney liner is air and water tight. It locks moisture and flue gases in your chimney and keeps them out of your home!

**Forever Flex** is made from 316Ti or AL29-4C stainless steel. These unique alloys are designed specifically to resist acids in the flue and extreme stresses of hot and cold cycles.

The **Forever Flex** liner has been UL TESTED under the most extreme conditions including multiple simulated chimney fires exceeding 2100°F.

You’ll sleep soundly at night knowing that your home is safer for yourself and your family.

THE FOREVER WARRANTY

**Forever Flex** offers the state-of-the-art venting solution for home. The air and water tight chimney lining is the highest quality available on the market today.

And **Forever Flex** can offer what no one else does. An industry exclusive **Forever Warranty**!

That’s right, forever! That means that even if you sell your home this same **Forever Warranty** can be passed on to the new homeowner, and this increases the value of your property.

Let’s get your chimney problems resolved with the very best solution. The Forever Solution.
Toll Free 1-888-NJCHIMNEY
Morris County. 1-973-538-1088
Bergen County. 1-201-944-9909
Hudson County. 1-201-865-4600
Essex County. 1-973-542-0042
Passaic County. 1-973-773-7111
Union County. 1-908-757-4800
Fax.: 1-201-584-0311
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